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PGHS 

Data 

 

Credit earning in Block 5 bounced back considerably from Block 4, as expected.  The longer 

Blocks tend to have greater credit earning for the students. 

 

 
 

Attendance is still off the 6 year average but increased in Block 5 and the school’s enrollment 

was 37 students.  Enrollment tends to dip nearer the end of the school year as more and more 

seniors finish their credits.   

 



 
 

 

 
 

Top 5 

 

Top 5 credit earners in Block 5 are: 

 

Sock - 18.44 credits 

Yaneki - 18.31 credits 

Kyra - 17.22 credits 

Angel - 16.12 credits 

Shaylah - 15.98 credits 

 

Great job from all these students in Block 5! They are all Juniors and are making great progress. 

 

 

Parent meetings 



 

I hold parent meetings for juniors that are currently not on track to graduate on time.  We focus 

on the positives, but do drill down to the root of the issues (Usually poor attendance) and 

brainstorm strategies to get back on track.  It is important that the school, student, and parent 

are all on the same page dealing with the same set of facts for the students to be most 

successful.  Some students graduate early, some on time, some late; as long as they earn their 

diploma that’s all that matters. 

 

Dinner and rehearsal 

 

This year we are inviting all the graduates from BIS and PGHS to the PGHS campus for a 

dinner to honor their achievement and rehearse our graduation ceremony.  This replaces the 

senior luncheon that has taken place in the past.   

 

BIS 

Data 

 

Credit earning increased in Block 5 for our BIS students and is considerably higher than the 6 

year average. 

 

 
Attendance is slightly off the average and the enrollment is holding steady. 

 



 
 

 
 

Annual Evaluation Report for the CDE 

 

The California Department of Education requests an annual report to be prepared and 

submitted to the department by August 1st.  The report consists of surveys for parents and 

students that have been mailed home with self addressed stamped envelopes in order to be 

returned.  There is also a teacher survey for the report.  I will then describe the program design 

and attributes that make a difference for student outcomes.  This report will be brought to the 

Board in the June meeting. 

 

 

KBS 

 

ICOE has asked us to leave the current classroom for Keith Bright School; they’d like the room 

back.  KBS used to be in Independence as the juvenile hall school.  Once the county closed that 

facility the KBS moved into the current ICOE building on Grandview.  Up to that point, JKBS 



(County run expulsion school) had multiple classrooms in order to divide the students up by 

age.  Since KBS moved in, JKBS has been in one classroom.  This will allow JKBS to go back 

to multiple classrooms making the experience for the students much more age appropriate.   

 

KBS will move to a building that PGHS has been using for some time now on the Bernasconi 

campus.  This makes much more sense as now PGHS and KBS will be very close together 

(Although purposefully kept separate in every other way) and I’ll be able to be present at both 

schools on a daily basis. 

 

The change should be ready to go by the start of school in August.  

 


